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Description

Postage and payments

Share:

Item number: 160536938645

Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.

Item specifics - Motorcycles
Condition:
Model:
Type:
Kilometres:
For sale by:
Engine Size (cc):
Power (Bhp):
Warranty Information (Months Remaining):
Gears:
Start Type:
Extra Features:

|Print |Report item

Used: An item that has been used previously. See the
seller’s listing for full details and description of ... Read more
---Private seller
0.09 litre
------

Manufacturer:

--

Number of Previous Owners:
Registration Number:
VIN:
Date of Manufacture:
Date of 1st Registration:
Colour:
Metallic Paint:
Drive Type:
Customised Features:

----------

Questions and answers about this item
Q: I was not finished with my merciful plea for deliverance from this grotesque succubus of a
redneck heifer that has attached itself like a barnacle to my life, thus this is a continuation of my
previous cry for help. I'm... Continue reading
A: Now I know that you're really just madly in love with her. You just want to see that puzzled look
on her face when after a long day of her riding the quad bike around, she wipes after a number 2
and is left with two... Continue reading
Q: Which do you think would win in a fight, the Yamaha Trike o' Death or the Crapzilla Quad Bike
From Quang Gong? I'm seriously considering this quad bike over a trike considering the fact that it
has one more wheel.... Continue reading
A: The Trike of Death would be a clear winner. I still have the Trike of Mediocrity and ride it
regularly. At my mountain hideaway girlfriends like yours are more than welcome. You can camp
down by my volcano and I have a... Continue reading
Q: Once, at band camp, someone had one of these quads. He claimed it was pumping out 100 hp,
but after I rode it, I think the power of 100 millipedes would be closer to the truth. What you think
were handlebars were coathangers... Continue reading
A: Antarctica! Believe it or not that is where I bought this quad bike. The bloke who owned it lived
on the edge of a crumbling glacier and got sick of the fact that the quad bike didn't have a choke.
He had to set fire... Continue reading
Q: Mate I love the listing - it kept us entertained for a solid 10 minutes. You should write a novel. I
do have a serious question though - does it come with either air conditioning, power windows, or
cruise control? P.S. I did... Continue reading
A: 10 minutes, that's even longer than the tyres on these things last. They make them from
charcoal flavoured chewing gum. I took the air conditioning off it thinking it was a termite nest, but
when my pet echidna... Continue reading
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